this and other countries would, before many years, be in a condition of readiness to adopt such a simple and convenient system.

This subject is undergoing discussion in the press and before scientific societies, and the results may be the beginning of a needed practical reform.

---

**Five Cents.**

It is all very well for poets to tell
Of Peters or Charlies the Great;
But let them come here, and I 'll treat to beer,
If we 've not a hero their mate.

A description exact, and also compact,
Is rather a difficult matter;
But if you 'll be kind and " fractures " not mind,
I 'll kick off a horrible clatter.

Not slim, but quite tall; eyes handsome, not small;
But, oh, what a snap and a twist,
When you ask him a question to obtain a suggestion
As to what he 'd be pleased to suggest.

How the Wrong or Not Right, not apparent at sight,
Could be improved to make it Correct;
Your answer below is all right, you know,
So the errors are hard to collect.

You are humble and lowly, go up to him slowly
To ask what the matter might be;
He gives you a look, you reach for your book,
And feel you are up in a tree.

But you soon get the drift that you 're all adrift
On what you were off on before;
He takes up his stylograph, gives a short cough or laugh,
And your problems are covered with gore.

With a mark here and there, make no difference where;
" It is awfully wrong to say so ";
You pocket your work, smile a sick-looking smirk,
And away from our hero you go.

His name can you doubt, as his merits you shout,
While he us poor freshmen does flunk?
Just look at our cheek, how the tears down it streak, —
Perhaps I should say how they trickle.
Ah, there — hold your breath and keep still as death,
Our hero is William, our ——.

'88.
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**Ready-Made Examination Papers.**

As the time for the semi-annuals is fast approaching, we take the liberty to call the attention of professors and students to the following examination papers, which are selected at random from our large and extensive stock on hand. Several years have elapsed since we began to gather and arrange materials for these papers, and we now feel ourselves justified in saying that we can and do turn out as fine an article as can be produced. We wish to call special attention to the paper in Physics, which, for brevity and conciseness, we claim, has never been equalled. Feeling sure that the originality of the questions will commend our papers at once to all professors and teachers, and that they will fill a long-felt want on the part of both professors and students,

We remain, yours truly,

**WORKEMHARD, STICKEM & CO.,**


**Price List.**

Full set of papers on all subjects, with our new and convenient patented answer contrivance, to be hidden in the sleeve of the student,* complete in neat leather case, postage paid, $10 Papers on each subject, with answer contrivance in paper box . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $.50

N. B. — No papers genuine without our trade-mark.

**Political Economy.**

I. If a man thinks protection a bad idea, why should he not take down the fence around his apple orchard, and kill his bull-dog?

II. If the tax should be taken off tobacco and cigars, what would be the effect on the price of brown paper and cabbages? Also tell how many cigarettes will kill a dude.

III. Provided a public debt is a good thing, why is not a private debt a good thing? Then why pay your tailor's bill?

IV. What do the terms, Woman's Rights and Liberty of the Ballot, mean? And do woman's rights include the liberty of the ballot (ballet) in all spectacular plays?

---

* Special discount to clergymen's sons on answer contrivance.